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ABSTRACT 

Management information systems (MIS) has become increasingly important in the 

business world, but the healthcare industry is grossly underusing technology. Its use of 

technology is lagging behind its potential growth and also is behind other industries (Peng, Dey, 

and Lahiri). Some existing suggestions to solve that issue are to merely accelerate the 

implementation of an information systems (IS) and/or adopt an enterprise-wide system that is 

highly complex. However, these suggestions overlook the complex dynamics of an information 

system and the complexity of implementing one. This study encompasses the following 

concepts: IT implementation and strategic information system planning (SISP). 

This project demonstrates the challenges and emerging opportunities for implementing 

an information system in healthcare organizations and explains why implementing an 

Information Systems is not a guaranteed recipe for a better management system in healthcare 

organizations. This research combines the relevant research of previous researchers in the 

information systems field, followed by a framework of process flow map of recommendation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The implementation of an Information Systems (IS) and/or adopt an enterprise-wide 

system that is highly complex has become a crucial part in organizations, especially in the 

healthcare field where the amount of data is tremendous. However, IS implementation’s success 

is not only measured by a physically successful implementation, but above all, the success metric 

should be measured by the benefits the implementation brings to the companies. In other words, 

the benefits of implementation should explain the reasons why the implementation happens in 

the first place. A new technology should not be implemented for the sake of keeping up with the 

trend but need to align strongly with company’s strategic alignment. This topic has been a 

longstanding aspect that companies need to analyze when they implement new technology. 

Although information on the importance of strategic involvement and the concept of SISP 

has been around before year 2000, there still seems to be a gap of how to practically implement 

strategy within the IT department and the information systems implementation process. The 

goals of this thesis are to (1) address the current challenges, myths, and hidden opportunities of 

managing IS, (2) explain why IT implementation does not equal a better management system, 

and (3) suggest a model on how to better synergize the IS implementation and strategic 

alignment throughout the organization. 

This thesis aims at a thorough understanding of how the dynamics of Information 

Systems (IS) implementation in organizations, especially the healthcare industry, play a key 

role in IS strategic alignment and organizational decision making. 
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METHODOLOGY 

To fully understand the importance of strategic alignment between a company’s goals 

and information systems (IS) implementation, one must first understand the current landscape of 

myths and challenges of how companies manage their IS implementation. Various sources of 

peer-reviewed publications, a case study of hands-on experiments will be gathered and analyzed. 

The end result of the literature review part aims at understanding the challenges of IS alignment, 

and what opportunity available that I can contribute.  

Eventually, I aim to build a comprehensive, high-level process map of actions that 

suggest what companies may look at in order for the IS implementation to be successful 

according to the success metrics. Since technology is such a broad term to describe, this project 

specifically investigates a specific piece of emerging technology in the years of 2010s which is 

migration to the cloud to demonstrate why racing to the new technology is not the ultimate 

method to be more profitable or efficient. In addition, a case in point of a hands-on experience 

migration to the cloud in a healthcare organization and why it failed will be demonstrated. This 

example will shine light on the room for improvement when implementing a new system. Using 

qualitative methods and a case study, I aim to produce a more comprehensive process map from 

pre-implementation to post-implementation on both organizational and departmental level that 

companies and individuals in companies can refer to when implementing new information 

system. 
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REVIEWS OF LITERATURE 

a. Technology itself is not the recipe for better management - Why strategic management will 

enhance more efficient use of technology 

 In healthcare organizations, especially hospitals, the people are familiar with some of the 

technologies such as the EHR (Electronic Health Records) system. It is one of the most popular 

systems to record the patients’ data in real time. However, EHR has a bad reputation in 

healthcare because it increases the documentation time, decreases the interaction time with the 

patients, causing burnout among physicians and doctors (Mellin). Specifically, EHR decreases 

the productivity rate of employees by 25-33% (Palma). Besides ERH and besides the healthcare 

industry, there are other technology pieces that end up not fully utilized what they were intended 

for. Furthermore, managing this piece of technology is not easy. Since EHR stores patients’ 

sensitive data, healthcare organizations need to protect and increase cyber security if they do not 

want to violate HIPAA. In other words, better management at the workplace is not only affected 

by the technology implementation itself. 

 With the above current landscape of IT Health, IT spending in healthcare is expected to 

increase according to Health Management Technology Magazine. With the rise in big data and 

higher demand for good customer service in the healthcare industry, hospitals and healthcare 

organizations are in the demand for updating and upgrading their technology. 

One of the best examples for good management is the key to new technology 

implementation could be found in the article “Two For The Price of One” by S. R. Johnson. 

According to Johnson, both Michigan and Illinois were headed for the cloud technology, but 

how they managed that technology was the key for their success story. They collaborated but 

the “shared model does not mean the two states are forever linked when it comes to their 
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Medicaid information systems” (Johnson). In this case, if Michigan decided to go for the cloud-

based infrastructure by itself, it could cost Michigan millions of dollars at a high level of 

uncertainty about the return on investment. Through collaboration, each state saved $10 million 

upfront on infrastructure installation of its own system and $57 million for operating and 

maintenance cost 5 years after that. In this case, the two hospitals did not rush into the new 

technology immediately, but they found a way to approach this technology through 

collaboration. The amazing savings and the increased usage in the system is the proof for the 

importance of strategic management in IT implementation. 

b. Myths & Challenges in IT implementation 

 Nowadays, people are hearing buzzwords such as cloud and internet of things much more 

frequently. We will look specifically at the cloud migration since there has been a race of 

migration to the cloud among companies, especially in the healthcare industry. According to the 

Gartner Hype Cycle of Emerging Technology below, the Internet of Things (IoT) platform was 

almost reaching the peak of inflated expectations in 2016. 
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(Garter Hype Cycle of Emerging Technology, 2016) 

With such an explosion of a wide range of emerging technology, the most popular myth 

about technology is that implementing new information systems is the magical recipe that can 

solve the company’s problems and allow the company to have a better system management. 

However, this understanding is only half true. The new technology is the pathway to higher 

efficiency and effectiveness. But unless there is alignment between business strategy and 

technical implementation, IT implementation is not the recipe for a better management system. 

The second myth is that IS implementation can be left to the IT department (Berg). 

Business Information Systems composes of procedures that can gather, store, retrieve, and 

distributes data to all levels of the organizations. Data in healthcare does not come from a 

single source (Kaur and Rani). Data in healthcare used to be mostly about healthcare receivers. 
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But now it is used throughout the organization internally at various positions and levels to help 

with decision making processes. However, this process is often treated as merely a technical 

issue where all the responsibilities lie in the hands of the IT department. Prior to the 

technology evolution, business functions rely mostly on most department except for IT to 

make business decisions. However, as technology developed and weaved into becoming a part 

of everyday life in all departments from sales, marketing, finance, accounting, supply chain, 

etc., people are realizing that the IT departments have an increasingly vital role in the 

company. As of now, even though IT is an inevitable part of most companies around the globe, 

IT is still considered as a supporting role rather than a main decision maker role. However, I 

firmly believe that in the near future, IT department will shift from a supporting business role 

to a business decision making role and become a source of strategic competitive advantage. 

The implementation of IS does not simply mean rolling out or phase-testing an experiment at a 

departmental level (Berg). Rather, the implementation of a new technology will transform the 

organizations in various aspects.  

Thus, managing an IS implementation should be treated at a corporate and/or 

organizational level where it can help shape the organization’s mindset and way of making 

decision. The challenge is to create a top-down framework where individuals knows their 

mission and understand the purpose of the implementation based on it and the framework 

become a catalyze to help IT implementation becomes a business development.  

c. Current IS alignment frameworks 

 Some researchers have looked into control mechanisms of strategic alignment between 

the IT department and the IS implementation. A study by Alex Cram, Kathryn Brohman, and 

R.Brent Gallupe has looked into IS implementation specifically about the control mechanism. 
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According to their research, there are five control mechanisms in the following order: the 

control environment, control mechanisms, control outcomes, control execution, and control 

experiences that interact with each other. 

 

This “Model of Information System Control” by Cram, Brohman, and Gallup groups control 

categories with control mechanisms. The graph implies how organizational structure and the 

socio-emo mechanism directly impact on the IS controls.  

 Another research by Professor David Preston and Elena Karahanna looks into IS strategic 
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alignment through CIO-IT department alignment through six machenisms: shared business 

language, visioning network hierachy, CIO educational leadership, CIO-TMT commonalities, 

CIO stragetic knowledge, and CIO relational capital (See Figure 1). This research further 

demonstrates the revealed myth number two where the IT implementation should not be left to 

just the IT department. This research emphasize how a leader in the IT department can futher 

push for align IS strategic alignment through his/her engagment with the company’s strategic 

executives. 
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CASE IN POINT 

a. Case scenario 

In this section, I will demonstrate a hands-on case in point to show that 

successful technology implementation needs to comprise the way companies plan, 

organize, coordinate the implementation of technology, and plan for risks. 

During the internship at a healthcare contracting organization called Vizient in Irving, 

Texas, I led the first ever migration from on-premise to cloud project of the company. This 

project aims at moving the resources of all 56 applications in a monitoring tool called 

AppDynamics from the on-premise controller to the cloud controller. AppDynamics is a 

monitoring tool that monitors the health of several different applications. These applications can 

be external-facing or internal-facing, which means anything I do with AppDynamics will 

directly impact our members through the external channel or impact the service that we provide 

to our members through the internal channel. The project goes through 5 phases: (1) planning & 

preparation, (2) moving from on-premise to Test environment in the cloud, (3) moving from 

Test environment to Stage environment, (4) moving from Stage environment to Production 

environment, then (5) the final stage is to decommission the on-premise servers. 

The challenge for this project was that the IT Ops department had never moved any 

monitoring tool like AppDynamics to the cloud, so there was no pre-defined process for me to 

learn from. Additionally, there were no specific people who had prior experience in this 

specific task. 

In order to go through a multi-phase project in a timely manner, after intensive research, 

I created a project plan of all phases from beginning to end on Microsoft Project. The project 

plan allowed me to physically visualize what small steps we need to take, whom we need to 
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contact for those steps, and how long it would take for this step to be completed before we 

could start the next dependent step. A clearly defined project plan keeps the project from being 

overwhelming and allows different teams to collaborate more efficiently and in a timely 

manner. 

Traditionally, I always thought a good foundation and good planning would lead to 

success. My team and the vendor worked out the plan for the migration carefully, and we 

assume that the infrastructure that the vendor provided was good based on the information the 

vendor provided. Thus, we expected a smooth transition. However, there was an incident 

happened along the way that halted the project. We were in the process of moving from on-

premise to the test cloud. One of the tasks my team did in this phase was to restart the Internet 

Information Service and re-point it to the cloud instead of the on-premise controller. 

Unfortunately, during the restarting IIS process, after we updated the configuration file, 

the Agent Coordinator failed to load the pid instant map. And because this cloud environment 

was hosted by the vendor, we had to get the IT admin from the vendor to resolve the issue. The 

result was that even though I had the plan laid out for the entire project from beginning to end 

and there was supervision of managers and a director for this project, the project was put on 

hold because of some main reasons (1) relying on vendor’s technical capability about their 

infrastructure, (2) lack of communication with the vendor about risks of technical issues, (3) 

lack of a risks mitigation and disaster recovery plan from Vizient’s side.  

The key takeaway from this hands-on experience is that coordination and planning of 

cross-functional effort and planning need to be transparent and firms must have specific risks 

mitigation plans. Organization must plan for failures during the process and have a back-up 

plan in case implementation falls short. How companies should plan for IS implementation can 
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be found in the next section where I demonstrate the suggested framework. 

 

b. Case discussion & implication 

In this case, cloud technology is part of the platform revolution, which will change the 

way organizations see and use their platforms. Thus, a top-down strategy alignment must be 

conducted and set up. 

A crucial aspect that implementing an IS can benefit an organization is through how it is 

deployed and hosted. Nowadays, with the increasing popularity of cloud platform, more and 

more companies are considering moving resources to the cloud. There are primarily two choices 

for an application to be hosted: on premise or in the cloud. On premise software/application is 

installed on a company’s own servers and computer. The company is more likely to spend a 

larger initial upfront payment to set up the infrastructure. On the other hand, cloud software is 

hosted by the vendor on the vendor’s servers, which also means the data security lies in the hand 

of the vendor. The company who uses cloud-based software tends to spend less upfront but will 

engage in a monthly or annual subscription to use that software. Over time, the subscription fee 

adding up may equal the upfront payment of an on-premise software. However, a caveat worth 

mentioning is that not all on-premise software needed an upfront payment. For example, 

AppDynmics can be used through a monthly subscription fee even for an on-

premise environment. AppDynamics charges $230 a month per server regardless of on-

premise or cloud environment. 

The example about AppDynamics fee remains the same regardless of the environment 

abovementioned and leads us to the next question: If costs remain the same, why would 

companies consider changing from one environment to another and/or implementing a new 
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system? Nowadays, the idea of rushing into the cloud appeals to a lot of companies. In 2014, 

69% of enterprises were using a cloud-based software or system architecture. But companies 

need to consider the pros and cons of a cloud environment versus an on-premise one. They need 

to ask the probing questions of why they need a software or a system to the cloud. There are 

some crucial questions to ask before moving an on-premise application to the cloud: 

 Is the application/system efficient enough to run in the cloud because some applications’ 

infrastructure is not meant to be in the cloud? According to David Linthicum, senior VP at Cloud 

Technology Partners based in Boston, these kinds of applications/systems use more resources 

than they should in the cloud.   

 How much work is needed to redesign the application to work in another environment? 

 Besides cost, what other benefits can this movement to the cloud bring the company? 

One of the biggest and most visible advantages that cloud-based software brings is that it is 

accessible from different kinds of computers from any locations and at any time, allowing 

companies to be more proactive. Being proactive with IT incidents is crucial for companies 

where monitoring IT performance is important to the health of the company, and the cloud can 

provide that platform for proactivity. For example, performance monitoring tools –

 AppDynamics – if moved to the cloud, will allow the company’s IT employees to become more 

pro-active instead of reactive. Even though AppDynamics’ on-premise functions well, it does not 

serve the purpose after work-hours after everybody has gone home and not has access to the 

physical servers. For hospitals, this is especially useful considering both patients and doctors 

have high need for shared and transferable health data. 

However, on-premise applications have some advantages over on-cloud applications. On-

premise applications allow the organizations to customize them to fit their needs. Also, on-
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premise applications’ data is in control of the company, unlike on-cloud where the vendor can 

have access to the data. If the vendor’s security is breached, the company’s data will be in the 

danger of being compromised. 

 More importantly, how does the IT implementation fit into the overall strategy of the 

company? 

Another aspect that companies must investigate prior to the implementation is cost optimization. 

After determining whether to keep the application on-premise or in the cloud, the job is not done. 

Organizations should also monitor the cost of operating the application on the chosen platform. 

The cost of operation comes in various forms. The first form is how much the application in that 

platform consumes. Unfit application or unfit platform becomes the bottleneck that slows down 

the whole process. Also, storage space and memory space could have been used for other 

applications that could have improved IT performance. 

 If the company can justify strategically and financially that adopting the new 

technology is the strategically the right thing to do, the next step is control the 

implementation. Specifically, in the moving to cloud case, moving to the cloud successfully is 

only the beginning, controlling your assets in the cloud will determine how much you can 

make use of your cloud. The cloud environment is managed by the vendor, and the data are 

more out of the hands of the organizations. Security is one of the reasons why companies are 

reluctant to the idea of moving to the cloud. Thus, strategic management is crucial for a 

successful implementation to make sense. 

 In an organization, change management can be initiated many times. In the IT 

department, one of the times change management is used is when the company changes the way 

it deploys and uses system(s) or application(s). For example, if the system has applications that 
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are initially on-premise and then they want to move the applications to the cloud environment, 

the company has to initiate change management. Change management does not end after the 

application is moved from on-premise. Even in the cloud, there are different cloud environments 

such as Development, Test, Stage, and Production in that order. Each time the application is 

moved from one cloud environment to the next, the IT department must initiate change requests. 

The project lead and project manager must meet with the Change Manager to discuss the change 

request. Change management allows the organization to firmly keep the organization rooted, by 

asking probing questions: Why attempt change? What benefit will the organization receive from 

this change? And how do we afford change in a cost-effective manner? 
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DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE FRAMEWORK 

a) High level comprehensive framework development 

With nowadays technology landscape, a lot of strategic investment decision and strategy 

placement is to decide whether to adopt a new piece of technology to stay competitive. This is 

because IT is becoming a vital part in the company’s future and having an impact on the 

strategic side. Companies that have cost leadership strategy find its IT to be fundamental to 

reduce production waste, streamline business processes, and better control the cost budget, 

which adds to the bottom line revenue in the long run. Companies with a differentiation strategy 

may also rely on IT to find out the niche that they can provide. For companies striving to be 

integration leader, IT provides an important platform to do so.  

The frameworks in the “Review of Literature” above look into specific sides of IS 

alignment, from control mechanism to CIO mechanisms. There are also some current 

frameworks such as System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) that shows the main stages of a 

development project that can be applied throughout the implementation cycle. However, it does 

not show the aspect of aligning corporate strategy with IT implementation. The framework that I 

am producing aims to give a direction of how to better synergize the IS implementation and 

strategic alignment throughout the organization as well as the macro level of implementation 

process. This framework aims to solve the challenge that Berg expressed in his article which is 

creating a top-down framework where individuals can form their to-do list based on it and 

creates a steering force that help IT implementation becomes a business development.  

With three phases from pre-implementation, implementation, to post-implementation, 

this framework is comprehensive and places emphasis on: long-term operating plan, maintenance 

plan, risk mitigating plan, cross- function communication strategies, and top-down 
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communication strategies. As this model focuses on process rather than function, organizations, 

especially ones in the healthcare field, will benefit from a healthier way of understanding IS 

implementation.  

As the finding in the literature review by M. Berg specifies, some parts of the process can 

only be discovered during the implementation. Thus, my suggested frameworks should not 

dictate the process, but rather aiming at aligning organizational strategy with IS implementation. 

It aims to balance the act of leverage and dependency. The caveat is that an implementation 

strategy in one organization does not mean it will be applicable in other organizations. This is 

part of the reason why the suggested framework focuses on reassessing the business model and 

the company strategy in organization when each new implementation is planned.  
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b) Discussions & suggestions for companies 

 General knowledge is that it is unwise to follow the trend without realizing the impact 

that trend has on organizations. Before participating in a race to implement new technology, 

companies need to have set up success metrics of how that implementation aligns with the 

financial return and how that implementation serves the strategy of the company. 

 Implementing a new software or system involves risks. Financially, the company may 

risk being unable to justify how the new system contributes to the bottom-line profit. On the 

organizational level, the new system may disrupt operation of the company should the 

implementation fail and/or company must change the way it operates depending on the new 

system. Thus, companies must examine the return on investment (ROI) before making the 

information technology investment. 

Understanding 
Workshop 

•Understand short-term 
& long-term strategic 
goal of IT project 

•Understand technical 
goals of IT project 

 

Aligning Workshop  

•Align human resources 
with goals 

•Align vendors with goals 

•Align current 
infrastructure with goals 

•Align current business 
process with goals 

Technical mapping 
Workshop 

•Decide implementation 
approach (Phased, Big 
Bang, Pilot) 

•Map timeline 

•Risk management plan 

•Disaster Recovery Plan 
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 However, “success” is a multidimensional concept. Successfully implementing a 

technology without errors or bugs is difficult already, but it is almost impossible to predict how 

different stakeholders react and interact with the new system, considering the dynamic of the 

company’s culture, department’s culture, financial standings, and leadership directions. 

Therefore, it is impossible to have a complete list of “success” factors that do not vary from 

organization to organization. However, there are some factors that companies should consider 

when implementing a new piece of information system. 

 The first step is to determine what is considered “success” and “failure.” I put the success 

metrics into two categories: financial ROI and non-financial ROI. Financial ROI boils down to 

direct cost and profit, while non-financial ROI contains tangible and intangible aspects such as 

users buy-in and confidence level, users’ productivity, users’ satisfaction rate, and business 

impact with the new system. Financial ROI may be calculated by the amount of time per month 

spent on a task (a), the frequency per month this task is performed (b), and the cost per hour (c), 

then multiply by 12 months. (a*b*c*12) (Rivera). 

 Companies need to realize the interactions between control mechanisms and the factors 

beyond technical factors. Yet, an important trap to avoid falling into is oversimplifying 

organizational dynamics into generic and lack of transparent phrases such as “leadership 

implementation. Before the implementation, involvement of upper management is necessary in 

order to align business strategy with technical implementation. Plus, having the support of 

management will allow the possibility for higher user acceptance of the roll-out. The second 

thing is communication across different functions. Lack of communication and transparency will 

lead to frustration and a lower acceptance rate after the implementation. The way to improve 

communication top-down and across function is demonstrated in Figure 2 – Workshop. There are 
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three suggested phases for workshops that companies should aim to conduct to clear the agenda: 

understanding, aligning goals, mapping methods. These workshops can be conducted formally or 

informally, but the goal is to create synergy of human resources (who, what, when) and the 

company’s strategy (why). 

 Understanding: make sure the same concept is understood in the correct way and in the same 

way by different people in different department. 

 Aligning goals: the IT department needs to participate in the creation and maintenance of the 

company’s strategy map. 

 Mapping method: choosing the right type of implementation: Big Bang vs Phased vs Pilot.   

During the implementation, there are some important aspects to create strategic alignment. First, 

involvement of upper management is still necessary, while at a lower level compared to the first 

stage. A dual role should be set where the people who manage technological changes are also 

those who serve as both “technical developers and implementers” (Leonard-Barton, D., & 

Kraus). There should be access control tool and security control strategies to help decision maker 

control workflow and secure information (Bai, Gopal, Nunez, and Zhdanov). Furthermore, teams 

should have due diligence strategy. Reflecting upon my hands-on experience with the 

AppDynamics project at Vizient, this is the stage where my team could have taken more due 

diligence steps to prevent and/or mitigate the downtime. Transfer knowledge between old 

personnel and new personnel is necessary if needed. 

 The timeline for the implementation is not always ideal due to various schedule of 

different departments involved. However, the most ideal time is to choose a less risky time 

(during off hour). Reflecting upon the hand-on experience with AppDynamics, my team did 

think about doing the migration after work hour. However, we eventually decided to do the 
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migration during work hour because we underestimate the risks imposed with resources 

migration. This mistake shines light on the next thing to consider during the implementation part: 

when a new information system is hosted by a third-party vendor, companies should not be total 

reliant upon the technology of the vendor itself. A piece of technology remains a piece of 

technology until it serves its mission effectively. It is negligent to assume that the vendor has 

everything under control, because in my project, the error happened within the cloud 

environment of the vendor where Vizient does not have access to. Thus, it is important to have a 

reinforcement process to control the product quality of the vendor and the timeline they must 

deliver. Furthermore, companies if possible, should have a disaster recovery plan with the vendor 

through More transparent communication with the vendor 

 After the implementation, it is common knowledge to maintain the new system and track 

any system errors. However, the learning curve does not stop there. Companies that strive for 

continuous development should also track user’s acceptance. User acceptance should not be a 

surprise, if companies already go through the testing phase in the Software Development Life 

Cycle (SDLC). Through an iterative process, implementation team should iteratively collect 

needed information from all groups affected by the implementation. For user acceptance, 

managers must also use appropriate criteria to judge the performance users while using the new 

technology, whether it is the quantity or the quality of work produced with the new system 

versus the old system. New systems and technologies often require managers to set new 

measures (Leonard-Barton, D., & Kraus). Users’ productivity rate with the new technology can 

be counted quantitively through job routine, labor hours and users’ buy-in. Also, while 

communicating the goal why new systems should be implemented, it is important to not oversell 

the new system (Abudi). 
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SUMMARY 

 

As the healthcare organizations make advancements, there will be a growing need for new 

technology in the system. Technology should serve as a steering force that aid strategic 

decisions, instead of dictating the business process. A thorough understanding of the 

dynamics of Information Systems (IS) implementation in organizations, especially the 

healthcare industry, is important in IS strategic alignment and decision making throughout the 

organizations. Organizational structure, leadership, communication, and the coordination of 

socio-emo factors in the company do play important and interactive roles in having a 

successful pre-implementation to post-implementation. Companies shall view these factors 

together in a process rather than individually in functional level to receive a higher return on 

invest from new information systems implementation.  
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